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Expert Line products are only available to pool professionals and are not for online resale. 

OMNIHUB™  |   

AQUARITE® 940 OMNI  |   TRISTAR® VS 90O OMNI  |

PAIR OMNIHUB WITH OTHER INDUSTRY-LEADING PRODUCTS.
Our two featured OmniHub bundles are TriStar® VS 900 Omni, which pairs OmniHub 
with our most energy-efficient variable-speed pump, and AquaRite® 940 Omni, 
which bundles it with the world’s #1-selling salt system—but that’s not all we have 
to offer. Visit Hayward.com/OmniHub to learn more about what makes OmniHub 
the smart solution for all your customers.

TURN ANY POOL UPDATE 
INTO A TOTAL POOL 
UPGRADE.

OMNIHUB™ IS THE EASIEST WAY TO ADD 
AUTOMATION TO EXISTING POOLS & SPAS.
Control virtually every type of pool and spa equipment 
right from a phone, tablet or Alexa® with OmniHub—
our innovative new automation solution. With full 
installation in just a few hours and compatibility with 
other equipment brands, OmniHub is an easy add-on to 
existing pool pads. And with the ability to bundle with 
a variety of other Hayward® products, it’s an instant 
backyard upgrade at significant cost savings.
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TRIVAC® 700  |  

SpinTech™ filterless technology creates a swirling spiral 
of suction, maintaining maximum power until the job is 
done.

AQUAVAC® 6 SERIES: THE SMARTEST WAY TO A BRILLIANT CLEAN.
With three exclusive technologies and an available Wi-Fi® app for convenient control, new 
AquaVac 6 Series cleaners are reinventing the robotic cleaner category in more ways than one.

TRIVAC® 700 SKIMS THE SURFACE FOR 
MORE COMPLETE RESULTS.
TriVac 700 is the only pressure cleaner in the 
industry that can skim debris from the water’s 
surface as well as thoroughly vacuum pool floors, 
walls and coves. Equipped with exclusive AquaDrive® 
technology and a 40% wider suction inlet, it sets a 
new standard for pressure cleaner performance. 

HexaDrive™ adaptive traction enables AquaVac 6 Series 
cleaners to climb and thoroughly scrub walls with six 
rugged variable-speed-driven rollers that grip any 
pool surface.

TouchFree™ debris canister gets rid of the mess with the 
press of a simple quick release button—no filter or bags 
to clean, and best of all, no dirty hands.

Wi-Fi App enables scheduling and remote-control 
steering from smartphones and tablets for quick, 
convenient spot-cleaning (AquaVac 650 only).

AQUAVAC® 600  |  AQUAVAC® 650  |  

FIND A FRESH START.

Expert Line products are only available to pool professionals and are not for online resale. 



ENJOY CONSISTENT COMFORT IN 
ANY WEATHER CONDITIONS. 
Using significantly less energy than natural gas 
and propane heaters, the HP50HA1 heat pump 
is a smart solution for any above-ground pool. 
Its titanium heat exchanger offers exceptional 
corrosion protection, and with an intuitive 
digital control panel, everyday operation is 
easy too.

TAKE THE GUESSWORK OUT OF POOL CHEMISTRY. 
Introducing pHin™, the smart water care solution for pools and hot tubs. pHin keeps your 
customers' water safe by monitoring chemistry and temperature 24/7 and notifying 
customers when action is required. It even provides recommendations for adjusting 
water chemistry when used with retail chemical brands.

A PUMP ABOVE THE REST.         
The first above-ground product in our exclusive 
Expert Line, PowerFlo® VS 300 provides up 
to 80% energy savings over single-speed 
pumps and can pay for itself in as little as two 
seasons. In addition to being ENERGY STAR® 
rated and eligible for local utility rebates in 
many areas, it also runs quieter to create a 
more peaceful pool enviroment.

DEP 500 PLEATED ELEMENT D.E. FILTER  |  

HP50HA1 ABOVE-GROUND 
HEAT PUMP  |   

PHIN™ SMART WATER CARE
POWERFLO® VS 300  |  

GET THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS 
WITH HYBRID TECHNOLOGY.
The DEP 500 Pleated Element D.E. Filter 
combines cartridge and D.E. technologies 
for greater dirt-trapping performance and 
incredible water quality. Designed with 
easy-to-service elements and the ability to 
be used with or without a valve, it makes 
maintenance easier, too.

POWERFUL FLOW, EVEN AT 
LOW PRESSURE.
The new SelectaFlo high-efficiency backwash 
valve is hydro-engineered for superior flow with 
low pressure drop. Its trigger-action handle 
makes it easy to select from four valve/filter 
functions, and its versatile ports fit a range of 
pipe sizes for super-simple installation.

SELECTAFLO™  HIGH-EFFICIENCY 
D.E. FILTER VALVE

Above-ground products that 
truly raise the bar.

Expert Line products are only available to pool professionals and are not for online resale. 



»  Faster navigation to desired colors or light shows  
     (no more cycling through every option) 
»  Dimming capabilities 
»  Speed adjustment for light shows  
»  Access to 10 additional color options  

COLORLOGIC® OMNIDIRECT MODE

CRYSTALOGIC® LED 
REPLACEMENT BULBS

COLOR DESIGNED TO BE CONTROLLED.                            
With the addition of new OmniDirect Mode, ColorLogic® 
LED Lighting is optimized for use with Hayward® 
OmniLogic and OmniHub™ automation systems. 
Features of OmniDirect Mode include:

THE SECRET TO A MORE PEACEFUL SPA.
Spa time should be relaxing—that’s why our new 
Spa Blowers feature a unique rubber motor base for 
exceptionally quiet performance. Available in various 
voltages and horsepower ratings and designed for 
extended life, they’re sure to help anyone get more out 
of their spa.

LED BULBS THAT MAKE OTHERS  
PALE IN COMPARISON.
CrystaLogic® LED Replacement Bulbs are the 
quickest, most cost-effective way to upgrade 
standard incandescent pool lights to energy-
efficient, long-lasting LEDs. Using up to 87% less 
energy than their incandescent counterparts and 
lasting up to 10 times longer, these bulbs create 
brighter, more welcoming light. And at a new lower 
price point, they’re more than worth the investment.

DISCOVER YOUR 
PERFECT SETTING.

ADD SOME SPLASHY DETAILS. 
Bring the beauty of moving water to your 
customers’ backyards with ColorLogic 
Laminars. Designed for seamless integration 
with any pool, they’re a simple way to add 
ambiance and style.

SPA BLOWER



SALINE C® 11.0

CAT 6000™

THE EASIEST WAY TO THE 
HIGHEST QUALITY WATER.
With Saline C® 11.0, our newest commercial 
salt chlorinator, all they need is one vessel to 
produce up to 11 pounds of pure chlorine per 
day. Plus, Saline C’s low-cost installation and 
energy-efficient power supply mean amazing 
water quality and lower operating costs too.

INTUITIVE DISPLAY FOR MORE 
INFORMED CHEMISTRY CONTROL.
Complete with a low-maintenance true free 
chlorine sensor and an intuitive full-color 
touchscreen user interface, the CAT 6000™ 
water chemistry controller provides effortlessly 
precise readouts. And with built-in mobile 
connectivity, it’s easy to stay in control on the go.

Commercial products designed 
to please a crowd.ENOUGH FUN TO 

GO AROUND.
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